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Editor’s Notes

Leaves are drifting on the terrace,
those same leaves that hung over
the wall last week in a lacy red
canopy, and draped a rich green
umbrella during the heat of July. We
knew it couldn’t last; we expected
the falling leaves. Next week, or
sometime soon, a cold rain will pack
the crisp yellow drift into a wet mass
that will cling to the crevices where
the brick terrace meets the wall.
Mornings are chilly, nightfall is
earlier, summer is indeed over, but
then, we did expect it and that in
itself is reassuring. But what if the
cycle began to alter its pattern
subtly, stealthily, leaving us unsure
of tomorrow?
It does happen, every now and
again, and so fragile is the human
body and the ecosystem in which it
moves that lives are lost when an
aberrant cycle drops the mean tem
perature only a few degrees over a
sustained period. There have been
legendary years “without a summer”
and years when blizzards came too
early and raged until late in May,
squeezing the life from hungry cattle
and from indigent or improvident
farmers, and savaging early Spring
buds that could have ripened into
fruit for the next season. This year
autumn has come very early, or so it
seems, and gloomy prophecies are
beginning — usually citing volcanic
ash in the stratosphere as cause but
awaiting the sight of thickly furred
woolybear caterpillars for authen
tication. Meanwhile, even the most
urban of us are vaguely ill at ease
with the premature and pervading
chill.
We can be reasonably tranquil
about unseasonable cold if we are
served some scientific cause, and
fallout from volcanic activity does
sound plausible — although the
dinosaurs would have argued the
point about tranquility. But how to
account for the on again, off again,
rise in the stock market, along with
the unremitting grip of unemploy
ment? Everyone who has survived
Economics 101 knows that business
moves in cycles, with peaks and
valleys following each other in stag-
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gering chart lines over the years.
The cyclic pattern of business is just
as certain as the law of supply and
demand, Isn’t it?
We are so attuned to rhythms, to
night and day, to fall, winter, spring
and summer, year in and year out; to
childhood, maturity, and old age; to
the very beat of our hearts. Women,
in particular, feel the ebb and flow of
vigor every month of their reproduc
tive years. We know some city
dwellers who go on expeditions to
sites where migrating birds con
gregate, just to watch the annual
flight to a different domicile.
Humankind is fascinated with the
seashore, and the tidal pull is
especially strong for children with
their more recent link to origins.
It is when the cycles slow, or ac
celerate, or simply stop that we step
back in fright. Premature death jolts
us. Death in old age, by contrast,
seems sweetly sad and almost like a
benediction. After all, to every thing
there is a season.
Perhaps our perspective on
unreasonable, unseasonable chill,
and on erratic stock markets would
be improved if we could live longer.
Meteorologists tell us that cycles of
extreme cold repeat over long time
spans, as evidenced by geological
core findings and the telltale rings in
the trunks of giant petrified trees. Of
course geology does little to help
with analysis of vacillations in the
Dow Jones average but history of
earlier economic crises does offer
some insights, if not encouragement.
Within living memory we do see
some recurring phenomena in the
marketplace. For instance, as costs
for central heating of homes in
crease, space heaters have again
become the warm heart of the living
area. Pot bellied stoves are trendy,
along with a variety of less nostalgic
heating devices. Thermal underwear
used to be only for skiers and hunt
ers, and long before that it was for
all of us who remember wrapping the
ends of the long legs securely
around the ankles so that they didn’t
look so bulgy ugly under stockings.
Now, everyone with right reason

owns several sets of thermals in leg
lengths to accomodate slacks, or
shorter for wear with skirts. When it
comes to coping with winter, some of
us feel that we have come full circle.
Late in 1976 the accounting pro
fession was subjected to Congres
sional criticism in respect to its ap
parent lack of independence in audit
matters, and the Securities and Ex
change Commission tightened dis
closure requirements in corporate
proxy statements concerning audit
fees, and corporate approval of ex
panded consulting engagements by
auditors. Government displayed its
regulatory might in the posture of the
SEC. Meanwhile, the profession's
self-regulation response has been
very effective, as is commonly
acknowledged, and the SEC has re
cently rescinded some of its dis
closure requirements and appears to
be relaxing its role of stringent over
seer. That was a short cycle, but a
therapeutic one.
In September the Wall Street Jour
nal observed that catalog sales of
merchandise to working women
have zoomed. Professional women,
in particular, have become a com
puter-selected market segment to be
tempted with delights in jewelry, fine
china and crystal, works of art, bath
and bed linens, gourmet cookware,
Shannon airport duty-free luxuries,
and, or course, elegant clothes. At
the moment your editor’s tempta
tions number twenty-two catalogs,
and it all seems quite ironic to an
escapee from mail order clothing in
childhood. The implied level of dis
cretionary income is very flattering,
however.
Cycles still revolve, and always
will, in their diurnal, lunar, seasonal,
galactic, and mundane socio-eco
nomic patterns, intertwined with our
personal bio-rhythms. The times may
seem out of joint, but how can we
know for sure until we live for a
millenium and beyond, or have the
wisdom of Solomon?
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